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The rapid development of information technology and Internet makes the sports information resources retrieval service more
convenient and quick; sports policy in recent years lays a foundation for the development of the Internet + sports, the development
of sports industry in the process of our country economy level of development status, and the development of sports industry into
the era of information and big data. This paper takes OpenStack cloud platform as the research basis (1) to realize the sharing of
sports industry information resources in OpenStack cloud technology and (2) to realize big data analysis of sports industry and (3)
empirical research on big data of sports industry. The main content is to realize the construction of sports resources informatization based on the OpenStack cloud platform. Through the analysis and empirical study of the big data of the sports industry,
the inﬂuence of the development of the sports industry in the process of China’s economic development is discussed. In this paper,
the experimental results show that the sports industry showed a positive impact in the process of economic development, the
sports economy for the development of the economy, the contribution rate reached 11.77%, the sports industry for the development of the economy, the pull rate of 1.056%, based on the cloud platform of information resources sharing of data analysis,
sports industry for the development of the economy has a positive role in promoting.

1. Introduction
The rapid development of economy leads to the rapid growth
of data. The public resource information sharing and the
healthy development of big data industry have attracted
great attention of the country. At present, the total amount
of data appearing and stored in China exceeds 800 exabytes,
and China’s e-government development index is 0.6071,
ranking 63rd [1]. The development and utilization of big data
resources have risen to the national level, and big data
technology has been applied to various ﬁelds. Government
departments put forward open public data resources sharing, improve big data infrastructure construction and development of big data in various ﬁelds of application, the
formation of large data product system, perfect the big data
industry chain, and improve the big data security system, to
ensure that big data [2].

In the context of sound economic development, the
advantages of multiparty information resource sharing and
acquisition have been highlighted, and people’s living
standards have been greatly improved, which also puts
forward higher demands for the sports industry. It has
become an important force to promote the sustainable
development of economy and society [3]. The General
Administration of Sport of China clearly proposed “Internet + sports” in the Outline of the 13th Five-Year Plan,
oﬃcially opening the development process of the integration
of the Internet and sports. The Opinions on Strengthening
the Construction of National Fitness Facilities and Developing Mass Sports issued by the General Oﬃce of the State
Council in 2020 is proposed to strengthen the construction
of national ﬁtness facilities, develop mass sports, promote
the construction of ﬁtness facilities, promote the vigorous
development of mass sports, and improve the public service
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level of national ﬁtness [4]. In the era of advancing with The
Times of Information Technology, sports and the depth of
the fusion of the Internet have become a historic turning
point in the development of sports industry to encourage the
development of the national ﬁtness and sports venue construction process; the development of sports industry and
sports information resource sharing becomes hotspot; under
the background of big data, the analysis and processing of
massive data information are a new challenge for the development of sports industry. The sharing and development
of sports information resources based on cloud platform and
the analysis and research of sports big data are of great
signiﬁcance.
Liu and Wu conducted experiments and deployment of
the cloud platform for small- and medium-sized enterprises
through OpenStack open source cloud framework in order
to solve the construction needs of the information service
platform for small- and medium-sized enterprises and get
rid of the problems of decentralized management and low
resource utilization of traditional enterprise information
system in the study of the service cloud platform architecture
for small- and medium-sized enterprises based on OpenStack. The overall framework of the service platform for
small- and medium-sized enterprises is proposed, and the
research results show that OpenStack is a private cloud
platform more suitable for the construction of small- and
medium-sized enterprises [5]. Yi et al. applied the deployment and management of OpenStack cloud platform in the
course teaching reform and practice. OpenStack deployment
is mainly based on private cloud computing technology, and
computing, storage, and network resources are provided to
users through the deployment of OpenStack cloud computing environment [6]. Tang and Huang, in the study of
high availability of OpenStack-based cloud platform, analyzed high availability cluster and load balancing technology,
designed Pacemaker + HAProxy technical solution, and
deployed high availability of OpenStack’s core component
database and mirror service. The high availability of
OpenStack cloud platform has been realized [7]. Zhong
proposed in his study that OpenStack cloud experiment
platform has a high utility ratio and a low expansion cost,
which can eﬀectively improve the eﬃciency of teaching and
scientiﬁc research experiments. The architecture of OpenStack platform includes user interface, various services,
hardware resources, and monitoring and conﬁguration
management tools. It has great potential in distributed
computing, virtual desktop, and other applications and can
provide ﬂexible teaching and research experimental computing services for universities and enterprises [8]. Wang
and Wu studied the construction of the innovation and
entrepreneurship cloud platform for local universities based
on OpenStack. Starting from the construction status of the
innovation and entrepreneurship platform for local universities, they adopted the open source KVM technology to
realize computing virtualization and used the storage capacity of Ceph integrated server to realize storage virtualization, thus providing various kinds of virtual innovation
and entrepreneurship practice resources. Compared with
traditional innovation and entrepreneurship platforms, the
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innovation and entrepreneurship cloud platform has the
characteristics of easy expansion, high resource integration,
and low construction cost, which can eﬀectively meet the
diﬀerent demands of local universities for innovation and
entrepreneurship resources [9]. Wen et al. analyzed the
technical principles of cloud computing and open source
cloud platform OpenStack in their research. First, they
design and implement a platform that can virtualize and
centralize the network with the method of layered design by
referring to the traditional network management mode and
scheme and test it. Secondly, the platform can quickly deploy
and manage the virtual network and create virtual machines
according to the needs of users, so as to realize the allocation
of resources on demand and the eﬃcient rate [10]. Xin et al.
studied the Glance service in OpenStack platform and put
forward the position of Glance service in OpenStack platform and the relationship between it and other services and
proposed an OpenStack-based private cloud construction
scheme suitable for small- and medium-sized enterprises
[11]. Yao and Yan combined with a variety of load balancing,
IP drift, network routing redundancy protocol (VRRP),
database cluster (Galera), distributed cluster (Cech), and
other technologies in the research of OpenStack high
availability distributed storage scheme design and implementation. This paper proposes a method that can realize the
high availability of distributed platform storage scheme by
means of business load balancing, service instance failover,
and other methods in the case of single node failure, network
congestion, and high data outbreak [12].
The innovations of this paper are as follows: (1) sports
information resource sharing under the OpenStack cloud
computing platform is proposed; (2) empirical analysis of
sports industry big data from the perspective of information
resource sharing is performed; (3) the healthy development
of the information resources of the sports cloud platform is
proposed.
The disadvantages of this paper are as follows: (1) research orientation: this study focuses on the data analysis of
sports industry; (2) limitations of the study: this paper brieﬂy
explains the OpenStack cloud platform, but how to implement the analysis is not the focus of this study. Therefore,
it does not give a detailed explanation of how to implement
the analysis.

2. Research Method of Big Data in Sports
Industry Based on OpenStack Cloud Platform
2.1. Cloud Platform Analysis of OpenStack
2.1.1. Overview of OpenStack. OpenStack is a free software
and open source project developed by NASA and Rackspace
under the Apache license to provide software for the construction and management of public and private clouds.
OpenStack is a simple, massively scalable, and content-rich
cloud computing operating system that supports almost all
types of cloud environments. At the same time, OpenStack
also provides framework standards and APIs, and service
calls between all modules of OpenStack are realized through
standard virtualized APIs. OpenStack is written with high-
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quality Python code, and the quality problems and security
holes of the open source code are easier to be found and
corrected [13]. When establishing the OpenStack system, it
mainly includes core service components such as Keystone,
Glance, Nova, Neutron, Horizon, and Swift.
Keystone is an authentication service that provides
authentication and authorization services for other OpenStack services and an endpoint directory for all OpenStack
services. As an OpenStack identity authentication module,
Keystone provides a uniﬁed identity authentication service
for OpenStack service and users, mainly responsible for
authentication, service rules, and service instructions [14].
Glance is a mirroring service for storing and retrieving
disk images of virtual machines, which OpenStack computing uses when the instance is deployed. Glance is an
important mirror query, management, registration, and
transport component, which needs to be used for cloud host
creation, startup, snapshot, and other services [11].
Nova is a compute service for lifecycle management of
compute instances in the OpenStack environment. On-demand response includes operations such as generation,
scheduling, and recycling of virtual machines. Nova service, as
the core module of the whole system, completes the management and control capabilities related to virtual machine
instance lifecycle management, cloud platform network
management, and cloud platform storage management [15].
Neutron ensures network services that provide network
connectivity to other OpenStack services. In OpenStack
calculation, API is provided for users to deﬁne the network
and use it. Neutron based on plug-in architecture can
support numerous network providers and technologies.
Neutron networks can realize the ﬂexible division of physical
networks and provide each user with an independent network environment in a multiuser and multitenant environment [16].
Horizon provides a web-based management portal that
interacts with OpenStack’s underlying services to allocate IP
addresses and conﬁgure access control and plays the role of a
dashboard in self-service and management activities.
Through the web interface, users can obtain resources of the
platform and simplify user operations [17, 18].
Swift’s HTTP-based application interface stores and
arbitrarily retrieves unstructured data objects. With data
replication and extensible architecture, you can store written
objects and ﬁles to multiple hard disks [19]. As a service
management module of computer, SWIFT has the function
of using and deploying computer information resources and
realizes the control of virtual server and system [20].
2.1.2. OpenStack System Architecture. From the functional
point of view of OpenStack system, all the constituent
subsystems and services of the project jointly provide IaaS
services, and the subsystems and services can integrate and
call each other through standardized public service interface
API. Each system can be independently deployed and used,
and the system is internally divided into three levels: API,
logical processing (Manager), and underlying Driver adaptation [21].
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The management of OpenStack cloud computing management platform includes visual project management of
Dashboard, command-line management of Client Console,
and management of technical developers of RESTful API [22].
The three-tier service system of cloud computing includes infrastructure-as-a-service, platform-as-a-service,
and software-as-a-service. Cloud computing can centralize
and share resources such as servers, networks, storage, and
application software and provide them to computers, other
devices, or end users on demand [23].
According to user needs, OpenStack service components
can be selectively installed into multiple host nodes. The
method of multihost nodes is also known as multinode
deployment. To put it simply, diﬀerent hosts install diﬀerent
service components to assume diﬀerent service roles. The
platform of multinode deployment has the characteristics of
easy expansion, rich functions, and strong maneuverability.
2.1.3. OpenStack Deployment Architecture. The common
deployment methods of OpenStack’s multinode deployment
platform include two-node deployment architecture and
three-node deployment architecture. In a two-node architecture, the conﬁguration node consists of a control node
and a compute node. In a three-node architecture, the
conﬁguration node consists of control node, network node,
and compute node. There is only one control node and it can
control all services including Keystone, Glance, Nova,
Neutron, and API services, MySQL database, and message
system [24].
Yang proposed that OpenStack provides an open source
software framework for the construction and management
of cloud computing. By building a private teaching cloud in
schools, software and hardware resources can be shared,
jointly built, and integrated, so as to improve teaching
quality, service level, and management eﬃciency [25].
Wu et al. proposed two practical deployment modes of
OpenStack nodes, including master control node and
computing node. This deployment mode is characterized by
(1) easy expansion: the practical application may be extended
due to the expansion of the business, and whether the deployment is simple and convenient aﬀects the diﬃculty of
the expansion; (2) easy maintenance: when the order of
magnitude of the node increases, the diﬃculty of maintenance needs to be considered; (3) high stability: whether the
architecture has high reliability and can provide services
continuously and stably [24].
Li et al. proposed an OpenStack-based private cloud
platform architecture scheme in their research on the design
of OpenStack-based private cloud platform and believed that
PackStack could quickly deploy a set of multinode OpenStack clusters on CentOS. It is characterized by simple
operation and rapid deployment [26].
2.2. Research Methods of Big Data in Sports Industry
2.2.1. Index Selection. The layout and structure of the industry
are controlled by certain economic and technological conditions. In order to promote the coordinated development of the
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social economy, it is necessary to adjust the industrial structure
appropriately, improve the conversion ability of the industrial
structure, and promote the development of the industrial
structure to the direction of rationalization and advancement
[27]. In this paper, contribution rate and pull rate are selected as
indicators to study the development of the sports industry. By
analyzing the total volume and structural characteristics of the
sports industry, the inﬂuence relationship of the sports industry
in the process of economic development is studied.
The contribution rate is the ratio of the increment of a
part of the population to the increment of the population. In
order to study the contribution rate of sports industry development to economic development, since the added value
of sports industry is a part of regional GDP, the contribution
rate can be represented by the ratio of the incremental value
of sports industry to the incremental value of GDP [28]. The
calculation formula is as follows:
SRt �

Zt − Zt−1
× 100%.
GDPt − GDPt−1

(1)

In the formula, t is the time, SRt is the contribution rate
of sports industry, Zt is the total revenue of the sports industry in the current year, and GDPt is the gross domestic
product of the year.
Pull rate refers to the percentage of total growth driven
by the growth of a certain factor [29]. In order to study the
driving rate of sports industry for economic development,
the calculation formula is as follows:
SPt � SRt × GPt × 100%.

(2)

In the formula, t is the time, SPt is the driving rate of
sports industry, and GPt is the GDP growth rate.
2.2.2. Data Source of Sports Industry. Data demand is the
added value data of the economic development of the national
sports industry, the relevant information of the economic
development data of the national sports industry, and the
statistical classiﬁcation standard of the sports industry.
Data sources: data of the added value of the national
sports industry from 2015 to 2019 are from Announcement
of the Data on the Scale and the added value of the national
sports industry jointly issued by the National Bureau of
Statistics of the General Administration of Sport, and data of
the national economic development from 2015 to 2019 are
from Statistical Bulletin of National Economic and Social
Development of the National Bureau of Statistics. Sports
Industry Statistical Classiﬁcation (2019) is adopted for the
accounting classiﬁcation of sports industry. Based on the
Classiﬁcation of Industries in the National Economy (GB/T
4754-2017), it is a reclassiﬁcation of related activities conforming to the characteristics of sports industry in the
classiﬁcation of industries in the national economy [30].
Data analysis software requirements: Excel 2016 and
SPSS 24.0.
2.2.3. Data Collection and Processing. The research takes the
national sports industry economic index as the research object.

According to the Statistical Classiﬁcation of Sports Industry,
the sports industry is divided into 11 categories. It mainly
includes sports management activities, sports competition
performances, sports ﬁtness and leisure activities, sports venue
services, sports intermediary services, sports education and
training, sports media and information services, sports goods
and related product agents, other sports services, sports goods
and related product manufacturing, and sports facilities. The
added value data of the national sports industry include the
added value data and the proportion of each year according to
the statistical classiﬁcation standard of the sports industry. The
national economic development data include economic indicators and years such as GDP, the number of employed people,
social ﬁxed asset investment, and per capita GDP. The data are
summarized and sorted into Excel 2016 software, and descriptive statistical analysis is conducted on the collected data.
In order to verify the appropriateness and reliability of the
measured variables, exploratory factor analysis and conﬁrmatory factor analysis were performed on standardized data
using SPSS 24.0.
2.3. Research Ideas. This paper takes the information resource sharing and sports industry big data research under
the background of OpenStack cloud platform as the theme,
collects data, collates data, and determines research
methods. The research contents include (1) information
resource sharing of sports industry based on OpenStack
platform, which mainly realizes resource sharing from the
aspects of OpenStack system and node deployment; (2) big
data analysis of sports industry, mainly analyzing the inﬂuence of sports industry on economic development from
two aspects: contribution rate and pull rate. The speciﬁc
process is shown in Figure 1.

3. Research on Information Resource Sharing of
Sports Industry Based on OpenStack
Cloud Platform
3.1. Design of Sports Information Resource Sharing Module
3.1.1. Asynchronous Deployment of Information Resource
Sharing. As the control part of cloud organization, Nova
component in OpenStack realizes the conﬁguration of resources through virtual machine, which can manage the
network and control the user’s access to the cloud. The information resources of Nova service are very complex. During
the deployment process, API node deployment and compute
node deployment are the main ones. The deployment process
of Nova service is as follows: the Nova-API receives requests
from the client and the creation of the virtual machine, validates them, and forwards them to the Nova-Scheduler, who
forwards the creation of the virtual machine to the NovaCompute service on the selected node. Nova-The Compute
service runs to create virtual machines on compute nodes, and
Nova-Compute forwards messages to libvirt, which in turn
hands oﬀ tasks to KVM and Xen.
It provides API services for users to implement initial
deployment and virtual interaction functions and integrates
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Information resource sharing and sports
industry big data exploration based on
OpenStack cloud platform↵

Collect information and data and
determine research methods↵

Sports industry information
sharing by members of
OpenStack cloud platform↵

Big data analysis of sports
industry↵

1. OpenStack system↵
2. Note deployment↵
3. Resource sharing↵

1. Contribution rate↵
2. Pulling rate↵
3. Promote economic

Figure 1: The research process.

sports information resources through database services and
virtual network deployment. The tasks are simpliﬁed
through database and virtual network services, and asynchronous deployment of message passing and information
sharing tasks is realized.
3.1.2. Storage Service Deployment. In order to prevent data
loss and data storage capacity problems, the durability and
scalability of data can be improved through the SWIFTcloud
storage service component. Even in a small deployment
environment, high data persistence can be maintained in the
Swift cloud storage service to prevent data loss. At the same
time, Swift cloud storage can increase the storage capacity,
improve the overall performance of the system, and increase
the user experience. In the deployment process, in order to
increase the security and stability of the system, when the
geographical location is diﬀerent, according to diﬀerent
needs, diﬀerent storage nodes are allocated to diﬀerent areas;
even if there are multiple storage nodes, you can also ensure
the acquisition of eﬀective data.
In a fast access system, a sudden network outage may
result in data, but delayed update operation will be added to
the update list again. This makes up for the previous operation and allows the system to eﬀectively pass the operation instructions.

3.1.3. Network Service Creation. OpenStack provides virtual
network by Neutron, which can realize the communication
between virtual machines and physical machines and provide virtual switching services and DHCP services for virtual
machines. In order to enable virtual machines to access the
external network and provide NAT services, it can be called
by other components of OpenStack during the service
process. The establishment process of the node-side network
service is as follows: create Neutron service, create network
service API Endpoint, install the provider network component, edit relevant ﬁles, make conﬁguration modiﬁcation,
conﬁgure Linux bridge agent, conﬁgure DHCP agent,

conﬁgure metadata agent, create ﬁle link, synchronize database, and restart computing service. The process of creating a compute node-side network service is as follows:
install the compute node-side network component, make
conﬁguration changes, conﬁgure the Linux bridge agent,
restart the compute service, and start the Linux bridge agent.
The sports big data information resources are connected
to the data network, and the big data of sports information
resources are turned into virtual data in cloud deployment,
so as to truly realize the sports big data network system. In
the network connection, both external networks and public
networks can be accessed, and sports big data information
resources can be shared anytime and anywhere to achieve
undiﬀerentiated network access, which is more conducive to
data transmission and sharing.
3.2. OpenStack Service Inspection and Troubleshooting
3.2.1. Service Inspection. Invoke the Mova-Manage tool to
verify that the OpenStack computing service is running
properly, understand the state of the environment through
diﬀerent parameters, and detect the diﬀerent components of
the computing service.
Check the OpenStack web service. On the control node,
execute the netstat-anlp l grep 9696 command to check
whether the network Server API service is running on TCP
port 9696.
Check the OpenStack object storage service. Swift, the
OpenStack object storage service, has some built-in tools
that check the health of the service and execute commands
on the Swift node.
3.2.2. Troubleshooting Storage Services. As a storage construction system with high reliability, Swift is able to deal
with most of the failure problems in the system. The client
test of Swift failure operation is eliminated, and only the log
operation is considered. First, there may be identity authentication problems, which are mainly caused by
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certiﬁcate errors in user or system conﬁguration. A Swift
system that supports OpenStack’s authentication service
requires you to manually set the authentication steps. Second, if a disk in the Swift storage environment fails, verify
that the disk is unmounted, avoid Swift writing data, replace
the disk, and readjust commands. Third, if the server is not
running for a few hours, Swift will still work, and if it lasts
longer, the server will need to be removed from the
command.

4. Big Data Analysis of Sports Industry
4.1. Economic Development Status of Sports Industry
4.1.1. The Current Situation of Sports Industry Development.
In order to study the impact of the sports industry on
economic development, the sports industry accounting
classiﬁcation adopts the Sports Industry Statistical Classiﬁcation (2019). Based on the Classiﬁcation of Industries in
National Economy (GB/T 4754-2017), the added value and
proportion of 11 sports industry categories are sorted out
and counted in the table. It can be seen from the data that in
the category of sports industry from 2015 to 2019, the
manufacturing of sporting goods and related products has
the largest added value and proportion, and the second is the
agency of sporting goods and related products. At the same
time, the manufacturing of sporting goods and related
products and the agency of sporting goods and related
products account for the highest proportion of 78.6% in that
year. The added value of the sports industry reached 431.79
billion yuan. Speciﬁc data are shown in Tables 1 and 2 and
Figure 2.
Sports venue services ranked third from 2015 to 2017,
with an added value of 45.81 billion yuan in 2015, accounting for 8.3%. In 2016, the added value was 56.76
billion yuan, accounting for 8.8%. In 2017, the added value
was 67.82 billion yuan, accounting for 8.7 percent.
Rounding out the top three in 2018–2019 was physical
education and training, with an added value of 142.5 billion
yuan in 2018, accounting for 14.1 percent. In 2019, the
added value was 152.49 billion yuan, accounting for 13.6
percent. In 2018 and 2019, the added value of sports venue
services was slightly lower than that of physical education
and training. In 2018, the added value of sports venue
services was 85.5 billion yuan, accounting for 8.5%, and in
2019, the added value of sports venue services was 101.22
billion yuan, accounting for 9.0%.
In 2018, the added value of other sports services was
61.48 billion yuan, accounting for 6.1% of the total. In 2019,
the added value of sports, ﬁtness, and leisure activities is
83.19 billion yuan, accounting for 7.4%, while the added
value of other sports services is 70.07 billion yuan, accounting for 6.3%, which is slightly lower than that of
sports, ﬁtness, and leisure activities. The total added value
of the sports industry was 549.44 billion yuan in 2015,
647.48 billion yuan in 2016, 781.14 billion yuan in 2017,
1,007.8 billion yuan in 2018, and 1,124.81 billion yuan in
2019. The added value of sports industry is increasing year
by year.
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4.1.2. The Current Economic Situation Related to the Development of Sports Industry. Indicators related to the development of the sports industry include the GDP, the
number of employed people, the total investment in ﬁxed
assets of the whole society, and the per capita GDP. From
2015 to 2019, China’s GDP and per capita GDP showed an
upward trend year by year, reaching 67,6708 trillion yuan in
2015, 74,4127 trillion yuan in 2016, 8,27122 trillion yuan in
2017, and 9,0309 trillion yuan in 2018. China’s GDP in 2019
is 9.9086.5 trillion yuan. In 2015, the per capita GDP was
4.9355.1 trillion yuan. From 2015 to 2019, the per capita GDP
showed an upward trend year by year, reaching 7.089.2
trillion yuan in 2019. From 2015 to 2018, the investment in
ﬁxed assets of the whole society showed an upward trend. In
2019, the investment in ﬁxed assets of the whole society
declined slightly. In 2015, the investment in ﬁxed assets of
the whole society was 5.62 trillion yuan, in 2016, it was
6.06466 trillion yuan, and in 2017, it was 6.41238 trillion
yuan. In 2018, the total ﬁxed asset investment reached the
highest value of 6.4567.5 trillion yuan, and in 2019, the total
ﬁxed asset investment dropped to 5.6087.4 trillion yuan.
There was no signiﬁcant change in the number of employed
persons from 2015 to 2019. In 2017, the highest number of
employed persons was 776.4 million. In 2015 to 2017, the
number of employed persons increased slightly, and in 2018
to 2019, the number of employed persons decreased slightly.
Speciﬁc data are shown in Table 3 and Figure 3.

4.2. Inﬂuence of Sports Industry on Economic Development
4.2.1. The Contribution of Sports Industry to Economic
Development. The contribution rate of sports industry reﬂects the contribution of sports industry development to
economic development. Can be seen from the collating of
data, the “sports ﬁtness and leisure activities, stadium services, physical education and training, sporting goods and
related products agents, other sports services, sporting goods
and related products manufacturing” promote larger contribution to the development of the economy, the following
only for more than six industry has contributed to a detailed
description. The detailed content of the contribution rate of
sports industry is shown in Table 4.
In the category of sports industry, the top three contribution rates to economic development are sports goods
and related products manufacturing, sports goods and related products agent, and physical education and training.
Overall, the contribution rate of the manufacturing of
sporting goods and related products showed a downward
trend from 2015 to 2019, but the contribution rate increased
slightly in 2018. The contribution rate of the manufacturing
of sporting goods and related products was the highest 6.85%
in 2015, followed by the contribution rate of 4.64% in 2018
and 4.25% in 2016. From 2015 to 2019, the contribution rate
of sports goods and related products agency showed a
downward trend. The contribution rate of sports goods and
related products agency in 2015 was the highest 3.88%, and
the diﬀerence between the contribution rate of sports goods
and related products agency in 2016 to 2018 was small, and
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Table 1: Economic added value of sports industry.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Classiﬁcation of sports industry
Sports management activities
Sports competition performance activities
Sports ﬁtness and leisure activities
Stadium services
Sports intermediary service
Physical education and training
Sports media and information services
Sporting goods and related products agent
Other sports services
Sporting goods and related products manufacturing
Construction of sports facilities
Total

2019
451.9
122.3
831.9
1012.2
117.8
1524.9
285.1
2562
707
3421
211.9
11248.1

2018
390
103
477
855
106
1425
230
2328
614.8
3396.3
151.2
10078

2017
262.6
91.2
254.9
678.2
24.6
266.5
57.7
2615.8
197.2
3264.6
97.8
7811.4

2016
143.8
65.5
172.9
567.6
17.8
230.6
44.1
2138.7
179.7
2863.9
50.3
6474.8

2015
115
52.6
129.4
458.1
14.0
191.8
40.8
1562.4
139.6
2755.5
35.3
5494.4

Source: National Bureau of Statistics (National Bureau of Statistics of General Administration of Sport of China Joint Announcement on the Data of Scale and
Value Added of National Sports Industry from 2015 to 2019); unit: 100 million yuan.

Table 2: Economic added value ratio of sports industry.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Classiﬁcation of sports industry
Sports management activities
Sports competition performance activities
Sports ﬁtness and leisure activities
Stadium services
Sports intermediary service
Physical education and training
Sports media and information services
Sporting goods and related products agent
Other sports services
Sporting goods and related products manufacturing
Construction of sports facilities
Total

2019
4.0
1.1
7.4
9.0
1.0
13.6
2.5
22.8
6.3
30.4
1.9
100.0

2018
3.9
1.0
4.7
8.5
1.1
14.1
2.3
23.1
6.1
33.7
1.5
100.0

2017
3.4
1.2
3.3
8.7
0.3
3.4
0.7
33.5
2.5
41.8
1.3
100.0

2016
2.2
1.0
2.7
8.8
0.3
3.6
0.7
33.0
2.8
44.2
0.8
100.0

2015
2.1
1.0
2.4
8.3
0.3
3.5
0.7
28.4
2.5
50.2
0.6
100.0

Unit: %.

the lowest contribution rate in 2019 was 2.83%. The contribution rate of physical education and training was 1.95
percent in 2018 and 1.68 percent in 2019. There was a small
diﬀerence in the contribution rate of physical education and
training from 2015 to 2017. The lowest contribution rate of
physical education and training in 2017 was 0.32 percent. See
Figure 4 for details.
Stadium services, sports ﬁtness and leisure activities, and
other sports services also contribute signiﬁcantly to economic development. From the perspective of stadium services, the contribution rate of stadium services in 2018 was
the highest 1.17%, 2015 was 1.14%, 2019 was 1.12%, and 2016
and 2017 were 0.84% and 0.82%, respectively. From the
perspective of physical ﬁtness and leisure activities, the
contribution rate of physical ﬁtness and leisure activities
showed an increasing trend from 2016 to 2019. The lowest
contribution rate of physical ﬁtness and leisure activities was
0.26% in 2016, the highest was 0.92% in 2019, and the
contribution rate of physical ﬁtness and leisure activities in
2015 was 0.32%. From the perspective of other sports services, the contribution rate of other sports services showed a
downward trend from 2015 to 2017. In 2018, the contribution rate of other sports services rose to the highest value
of 0.84%. In 2019, the contribution rate of other sports

services decreased slightly compared with 2018, with 0.78%
in 2019 and 0.24% in 2017. See Figure 5 for details.
4.2.2. The Driving Eﬀect of Sports Industry on Economic
Development. The driving rate of sports industry reﬂects the
driving eﬀect of sports industry on economic development.
From the data, it can be seen that sports products and related
products manufacturing, sports goods and related products
agency, physical education and training, and sports venue
services have a high pull rate index. The following is a
speciﬁc description of the pull rate of the above four industries. The detailed content of sports industry pulling rate
is shown in Table 5.
The manufacturing of sports products and related
products has the most obvious driving eﬀect on economic
development. From 2015 to 2017, the driving eﬀect of the
manufacturing of sports products and related products is on
the rise. From 2017 to 2019, the driving eﬀect of the
manufacturing of sports products and related products is
decreasing year by year, but the overall change range is small.
The highest pull rate was 0.432% in 2017, and the lowest was
0.378% in 2019. The driving rate of sports goods and related
products agent increased year by year from 2015 to 2017, the
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Figure 2: Economic added value of sports industry.
Table 3: National economic development data.
1
2
3
4

Economic indicators
Gross domestic product
Number of employed persons
Investment in ﬁxed assets throughout the country
Per capita GDP

2019
990865
77471
560874
70892

2018
900309
77586
645675
64644

2017
827122
77640
641238
59660

2016
744127
77603
606466
53980

2015
676708
77451
562000
49351

Source: National Bureau of Statistics (2015–2019 Statistical Bulletin on National Economic and Social Development); unit: 100 million yuan, ten thousand
people.
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800000
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562000

400000
200000
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Investment in fixed assets throughout the country
Per capita GDP

Figure 3: National economic development data.

driving rate reached the maximum of 0.347% in 2017 and the
lowest of 0.233% in 2015. The driving rate of sports goods
and related products agent was 0.283% in 2018 and 2019, and

the driving rate was reduced compared with that of 2018 and
2017. From 2015 to 2019, the pull rate of physical education
and training showed an upward trend, while from 2015 to
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Table 4: Contribution rate of sports industry.
2019

2018

SRt (%)
2017

2016

2015

0.50
0.14
0.92
1.12
0.13
1.68
0.31
2.83
0.78
3.78
0.23
12.42

0.53
0.14
0.65
1.17
0.14
1.95
0.31
3.18
0.84
4.64
0.21
13.77

0.32
0.11
0.31
0.82
0.03
0.32
0.07
3.15
0.24
3.93
0.12
9.41

0.21
0.10
0.26
0.84
0.03
0.34
0.07
3.17
0.27
4.25
0.07
9.60

0.28
0.13
0.32
1.14
0.03
0.48
0.10
3.88
0.35
6.85
0.09
13.65

Classiﬁcation of sports industry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sports management activities
Sports competition performance activities
Sports ﬁtness and leisure activities
Stadium services
Sports intermediary service
Physical education and training
Sports media and information services
Sporting goods and related products agent
Other sports services
Sporting goods and related products manufacturing
Construction of sports facilities
Total

2015

3.88

0.48

2016

3.15

0.32

2018
2019
0

1

1.68
2

3.93
4.64

3.18

1.95
2.83
3

%

4.25

3.17

0.34

2017

6.85

3.78
4

5

6

7

8

Sporting goods and related products manufacturing
Sporting goods and related products agent
Physical education and training

Figure 4: Contribution rate of sports industry.

2017, the rise rate was slow. The pull rate increased signiﬁcantly in 2018 and 2019, with the lowest value of 0.029%
in 2015 and the highest value of 0.168% in 2019. The pull rate
of stadium services increased year by year from 2015 to 2019.
The lowest pull rate of stadium services in 2015 was 0.068%,
and the highest one in 2019 was 0.112%. See Figure 6 for
details.
4.3. Contribution and Driving Eﬀect of Sports Industry to
Economy. Figure 7 shows the inﬂuence relationship between the contribution rate and pulling rate of sports
industry and GDP growth rate. It can be seen from the
ﬁgure that the contribution rate of sports industry to
economic development was 13.65% in 2015, 9.6% in 2016,
9.41% in 2017, and the contribution rate increased signiﬁcantly in 2018. The overall contribution rate of the
sports industry reached 13.77%, and the contribution rate
of the sports industry in 2019 was 12.42%. From the

perspective of the driving eﬀect of sports industry on
economic development, from 2015 to 2019, the driving
eﬀect of sports industry on economic development is not
very obvious, with the driving rate of 0.819% in 2015,
0.96% in 2016, and 1.035% in 2017. The pull rate in 2018 is
1.226%, and the pull rate in 2019 is 1.242%. The growth
rate of GDP began to increase year by year in 2015 and
reached a maximum of 11.15% in 2017. In 2018, the
growth rate of GDP decreased, and in 2019, the growth
rate of GDP rose to 10.05%. On the whole, the average
contribution rate of the sports industry is 11.77%, and the
average pull rate of the sports industry is 1.056%. The
values of the contribution rate and pull rate of the sports
industry are both positive. The sports industry has obvious
contribution and pull eﬀect on the economic development, so the development of the sports industry promotes
the development of the social economy. It has a positive
inﬂuence on economic development and thus promotes
economic development. See Figure 7 for details.
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%
0.35
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1.14

0.32
0.27

2016

0.84

0.26
0.24

2017

0.82

0.31

0.84

2018

1.17

0.65
0.78

2019
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0.92
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

Other sports services
Stadium Services
Sports fitness and leisure activities

Figure 5: Contribution rate of sports industry.

Table 5: The pull rate of sports industry.
Classiﬁcation of sports industry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sports management activities
Sports competition performance activities
Sports ﬁtness and leisure activities
Stadium services
Sports intermediary service
Physical education and training
Sports media and information services
Sporting goods and related products agent
Other sports services
Sporting goods and related products manufacturing
Construction of sports facilities
Total

0.5

%

0.2

2016

2015

0.050
0.014
0.092
0.112
0.013
0.168
0.031
0.283
0.078
0.378
0.023
1.242

0.047
0.012
0.058
0.104
0.012
0.174
0.028
0.283
0.075
0.413
0.019
1.226

0.035
0.012
0.034
0.090
0.003
0.035
0.008
0.347
0.026
0.432
0.013
1.035

0.021
0.010
0.026
0.084
0.003
0.034
0.007
0.317
0.027
0.425
0.007
0.960

0.017
0.008
0.019
0.068
0.002
0.029
0.006
0.233
0.012
0.411
0.005
0.819

0.432

0.283

0.425

0.411

0.317
0.233

0.168
0.112

0.174
0.104

0.1
0

SPt (%)
2017

0.347

0.283

0.3

2018

0.413

0.378

0.4

2019

0.09
0.035

2019

2018

Stadium Services
Physical education and training

2017

0.084
0.034
2016

0.068
0.029
2015

Sporting goods and related products agent
Sporting goods and related products manufacturing

Figure 6: The pull rate of sports industry.
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Figure 7: Contribution rate and pull rate of sports industry.

5. Conclusions

Conflicts of Interest

Statistical analysis according to the scale of the sports
industry, sports products and related products
manufacturing industry, sports products and related
products agents, and physical education and training industry scale continues to expand, but has been to the direction of sports services, sports industry structure also
tends to rationalization. In the development process of big
data, sports industry is integrated into big data analysis to
make data acquisition more intuitive and data analysis
more comprehensive, grasp the development trend of
sports industry economy, and predict the future development trend of sports industry, so as to promote economic and social development.
Big data are inseparable from us in modern life. In the
cloud age, big data also involve various ﬁelds. Through the
cloud computing platform technology, a large amount of
data can be eﬀectively acquired, stored, managed, and analyzed. The application of big data to the sports industry has
the following two impacts on the sports industry. First,
through the analysis of big data of the sports industry, we can
intuitively understand the impact of the sports industry on
economic development, which is of profound signiﬁcance
for promoting economic and social development. Secondly,
through the design of the information resource sharing
module of the cloud platform, the obstacles to the acquisition of big data resources are greatly reduced, making the
acquisition of data resources and the analysis of big data
more convenient.

The authors declare no potential conﬂicts of interest with
respect to the research, authorship, and/or publication of
this article.
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